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2.3 Umeewarra
Umeewarra Aboriginal Media Association, or Umeewarra
Radio 89.1 FM, is based in Port Augusta, SA and was
established in 1987. 21 Umeewarra produces radio and
community education campaigns and provides a range of
community services.
Ultimately, Umeewarra aims to “promote the important role
Aboriginal people play in this region… discuss the issues they
face in today's society... [and] promote true reconciliation
through sharing cultural information and breaking down the
barriers.” 22
Regional: Port Augusta is a
Umeewarra was established when Michael Turner, then a
community of 6,500 people, 19% of
member the Aboriginal Community Affairs Panel, asked John
whom identify as Aboriginal*
Macumba, one of the co-founders of CAAMA, to research the
feasibility of setting up an Aboriginal Media Association in
Traditionally a meeting place for
Port Augusta. 23 In August 1988, a broadcasting workshop was
Aboriginal people, it is still home to
over 35 language groups, including
co-ordinated and Harry Dare, Raymond Weetra and George
a great number from the Anangu
Reid were the first to go to air. In 1989, Umeewarra began
Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY)
producing a 15-minute program for the ABC. In 1991, the ABC
lands.
gave Umeewarra some surplus equipment and enabled the
setting up of two studios. On 23 February 1993, Umeewarra
was granted a license to broadcast across the eastern side of the Flinders Ranges as well as the
Aboriginal communities in Davenport, Whyalla and Port Pirie.

Understanding Umeewarra requires an understanding of Port Augusta itself. Port Augusta has a large
Aboriginal population. Local leaders estimate that the population is significantly higher (around 7,500)
than ABS census results indicate (2,513) and that the number fluctuates throughout the year with
people from APY lands travelling to spend time in Port Augusta.
The Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people of Port Augusta have endured a fractious relationship over
the years. 24 Port Augusta returned a majority ‘No’ vote during the 1967 Referendum on Aboriginal
inclusion. Umeewarra also shares a name with Umeewarra Mission, established by the Brethren
church in the 1930s and operated until 1995. 25 It was home to many Aboriginal children who were
forcibly removed from their families under policies which led to the ‘Stolen Generation’. Today,
Aboriginal people come to Umeewarra to help locate their loved ones from the Mission days. 26 Media
is now one of only two Aboriginal community controlled organisations in Port Augusta, down from at
least 10 in the 1980s. 27 It is considered home for many of the Aboriginal community of Port Augusta.

21
Note the Aboriginal people of Port Augusta ask to be referred to as Aboriginal people, rather than as Indigenous or by other
titles.
22
Umeewarra website: http://www.umeewarramedia.com/start.htm; accessed 21 August 2017
23
Umeewarra’s submission to the House of Representatives Standing Committee on Communications, Information and
Technology and the Arts. Submission 98. 2006
24
Commissioner for Racism, Discrimination Against Aboriginals in South Australia Report, 1982, Len Owens Report into
Racism and Discrimination in Port Augusta, 2010, cited in ABC Article, “Mayor says Port Augusta Racism worries ignored”,
17 December 2012, accessed 5 September 2017. http://www.abc.net.au/news/2010-12-17/mayor-says-pt-augusta-racismworries-ignored/2377390.
25
Australian Government, ‘Find and Connect: History and information about Australian orphanages’ website, accessed
15 September 2017. https://www.findandconnect.gov.au/guide/sa/SE00351
26
The 1967 referendum was to amend the Australian Constitution so that Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people would be
counted in the national census and be subject to Commonwealth, rather than just state, laws.
* According to ABS State Suburb Code population statistics for Port Augusta – note some definitions suggest higher numbers.
27
The other is Pika Wiya Health Service Aboriginal Corporation.
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Key features
Table 2.3 describes the key activities undertaken by Umeewarra Media.
Activities

Description

Radio production
and
broadcasting

Umeewarra’s broadcasters produce and air local content in English and in local Aboriginal languages and
broadcast it across Port Augusta, Whyalla, Port Pirie, Hawker and Quorn. They broadcast community
messages and are sponsored to produce and broadcast content for local service providers and
government. Umeewarra broadcasts to approximately 4,500 listeners.

Training,
mentoring and
employment

Umeewarra provides some employment opportunities and a number of training opportunities in the form of
internships. Umeewarra has three employees and 25 volunteers.
Umeewarra offers job readiness and awareness for the community by advertising locally available jobs on
air and helping community members polish their CVs and prepare for interviews. Umeewarra also
provides free educational classes to the community in technology and social media. Umeewarra supports
approximately 305 people in obtaining employment each year.

Community
Services

Umeewarra provides a range of community services including offering a meeting place for events, being a
touchpoint for information and referrals for Port Augusta’s Aboriginal community, providing mediation
support (as trusted members and leaders within the community), offering cultural competency advice to
local service providers, and preparing eulogy cards for the community.

Community
events

Umeewarra run community events including through National Aborigines and Islanders Day Observance
Committee (NAIDOC) week. Umeewarra has a presence at most large public events in Port Augusta with
its broadcast van.

Table 2.3 – Summary of activities undertaken by Umeewarra
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3.3 Umeewarra
From financial years 2014-15 to 2016-17, Umeewarra attracted over 90 per cent of its revenue from
government sources, with the remaining revenue drawn from sponsorship, facilities hire and
donations.
PM&C’s IBS grant funding accounted for 78 per cent of Umeewarra’s total revenue, with a further
four per cent provided by the CBF. Sponsorship revenue and facilities hire each accounted for four
per cent of revenue.
We have valued the non-financial investment of volunteer hours, which results in nine per cent of the
total investment in Umeewarra over the period. Voluntary hours were worked both by employed staff
(as overtime) and volunteers.
Investment Summary
Table 3.3 summarises the investment in Umeewarra between the 2014-15 and 2016 -17 financial
years, inclusive.
Total
[FY2015-2017]

Proportion of total

PM&C Indigenous
broadcasting funding

$913,358

78%

Other Government funding

$49,410

4%

Sponsorship revenue

$40,925

4%

Other revenue

$37,395

3%

$17,461

1%

-

0%

Stakeholder

Comment

Financial investments

Other grants, philanthropy,
and donations
Commissioned work and
production fees

CBF grant

For the hiring of Umeewarra’s meeting
room.

Non-financial investments

Estimated value of staff
voluntary hours

Total

$108,000

9%

$1,058,549

100%

Voluntary hours were calculated using
Umeewarra’s average hourly rate of
$30, over a total of 1,200 hours.
Umeewarra’s average wage was used
rather than the Australian minimum
wage, as voluntary hours were often
worked by Umeewarra’s paid staff.

Table 3.3 – Summary of investment in Umeewarra
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4.3 Umeewarra
Umeewarra operates in Port Augusta and broadcasts to a large Indigenous population (~4,700) on a
small annual budget (~$380,000 per annum). Port Augusta is home to a community of more than 30
language groups, it has a history of racism and in recent years it has seen a significant reduction in
Aboriginal community controlled organisations. Despite having limited resources, Umeewarra acts as
the heart of the community and is a safe place where Aboriginal people feel they belong, and where
culture is kept alive.
Umeewarra has earned the trust of the community by being responsive to its specific needs over
many years. Through that trust, Umeewarra effectively disseminates relevant information and
supports the achievement of education outcomes, grief support, access to social services, increased
participation in decision making and ultimately community resilience.
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The unique logic model for Umeewarra is presented in Appendix 3. It highlights that many of the
outcomes achieved by Umeewarra are similar to those achieved by other IBSs, as represented in the
sector logic model, and presents a number of outcomes distinct to Umeewarra. The story behind
these outcomes is presented below, by outcome theme. Note that only the most material outcomes
are described. 54
Outcome theme: Communication
By providing a communication platform, Umeewarra
connects with the community of Port Augusta and
surrounds in a culturally appropriate way, and listeners
feel informed about issues that matter to them.
Outcome:
•

Increased awareness of public health and
safety messaging.

Getting ready to go to air at Umeewarra Radio*

Umeewarra radio is an effective vehicle for delivering public health and safety messaging and as a
consequence, there are higher rates of engagement by Indigenous people in non-Indigenous social
services. More than 100 community messages are shared over the radio every month. Umeewarra
has recently been commissioned to deliver a Trachoma campaign for the SA Government's Health
Department.
Outcome theme: Stronger Communities
Umeewarra’s activities help forge a stronger Aboriginal community in Port Augusta and surrounds,
provides a safe place where people belong, supports people through grief and enables people to
better advocate for things that matter to them.
Outcome:
• Aboriginal people have a strong, safe place where they belong; and
• Non-Aboriginal service providers can offer more appropriate services.
Umeewarra creates a space where people feel they belong, both on air, and at their studios.
Umeewarra was described by many community members as "home", because it is a welcoming and
supportive space that is made available to community. Umeewarra is located in a building that was
previously the Aboriginal community centre and before that, the workers club. The community has for
a long time seen the place as somewhere they can meet, be welcomed, feel safe and access support.
“It (radio) is a huge part of people's day - it connects them. Especially people who aren't mobile. You have
conversations over the table after listening to the radio"
-Aboriginal community member and listener, Port Augusta

Umeewarra is highly responsive to the specific needs of the community (for example, providing an
information service and supporting people through grief). Numerous people expressed serious
concern around how the community would function without Umeewarra and predicted that if
Umeewarra was shut down, it would be like ripping the heart, or the soul, out of the community. This
fear was likely a response to the declining number of Aboriginal community controlled organisations in

* Images in this section have been provided by, and reproduced with the permission of, Umeewarra
54
The rationale for valuing some outcomes over others is outlined in the Methodological Attachment.
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Port Augusta. In the 1980's, Port Augusta had at least 10 such organisations, but after years of
funding challenges, there are now only two.
“People don’t just see it as a radio station. It’s like the heart of the community – like a home for people… It
gives people a sense of belonging.”
- Non-Aboriginal community member and listener, Port Augusta

Umeewarra provides a culturally safe place for community meetings and the community benefits from
the positive outcomes that flow from those meetings. Umeewarra has a meeting room available for
hire which is booked an average of 10 days per month by key organisations in the community. 56 By
providing a culturally safe environment, Umeewarra facilitates the participation of Aboriginal
community members in important conversations. Service providers told us this is the only space in
which they can hold community meetings because no other organisation is trusted by the community.
In some cases, Umeewarra initiates meetings itself, which have led to better collaboration between
service providers. Due to Umeewarra's awareness of the local services ecosystem, it identified that
organisations delivering services to victims of domestic and family violence were not working
together. Umeewarra convened a meeting between approximately 20 providers. Community
members, government, and service providers all benefit from these meetings leading to better service
delivery and collaboration between service providers. Umeewarra staff also act as mediators when
disagreements arise between families and between the Aboriginal community and the non-Aboriginal
community.
Outcome:
• Aboriginal people access support from a trusted source.
Community members also use Umeewarra as an information and connection service because
Umeewarra is so well integrated with the community. Approximately 60 people drop in to Umeewarra
every month for assistance on a wide range of things including seeking information on where to get
financial assistance for hardship, how to enrol to vote or complete the census, mediation services,
native title assistance, assistance filling in forms or assistance with court issues. In meeting this
demand, Umeewarra connects people to services in Port Augusta, which improves access to
services. Significantly, Umeewarra is the organisation that members of the Stolen Generation trust
when seeking assistance in finding lost family members, as Umeewarra is so well connected to the
community, and there is nowhere else to go.
Outcome:
• Aboriginal people are supported through grief.
Umeewarra also supports the community through grief. This work is done outside of normal working
hours, on volunteer time, as Umeewarra’s staff are the friends and family of the community. When
someone in the community passes away, family members go to Umeewarra to tell the story of the
person's life and have it recorded in a eulogy card. Umeewarra collates stories and photographs of
the deceased and prepares eulogy cards for the funeral. Cultural practices mean people are limited in
how much they can speak about a person who has passed away and so eulogy cards are a special
way of remembering a person. Umeewarra produces eulogy cards on average five times per month
and supports approximately two thirds of Aboriginal funerals in Port Augusta.

55

Umeewarra and the Pika Wiya Health Service Aboriginal Corporation.
Over a sample of four months, organisations who booked the room included the NAIDOC committee, the Courts Authority,
Woolworths Women’s meeting, community meetings on various issues, the Family Violence legal service, the Career
Employment Group, SA Country Arts, Heathgate Resources, Drug and Alcohol group and Conservation Management.

56
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Outcome:
• Aboriginal people feel informed about issues that matter to them.
Listeners told us they value having a news source they trust. People feel like the news has been
filtered such that it is relevant and accessible to them. In addition to national and local news items,
Umeewarra announces community relevant information such as funeral announcements, local events
and job opportunities. Umeewarra is also a trusted, accessible medium through which public safety
and emergency messages are effectively communicated. Umeewarra makes approximately 100
community announcements per month. The number of people who experience this value is not limited
to listeners. A critical number of people getting their news from radio then share news with other
community members so that a majority of the community is informed about the important things that
are happening.
“The information we’re getting has already been filtered. It’s the
information we need to know about”
- Davenport community leader and radio listener

Outcome:
• Aboriginal people feel better able to advocate for things that matter to them.
By informing the community about what matters, Umeewarra also helps the community to better
advocate for things that matter to them. People feel comfortable knowing that if there is an issue that
will affect the rights of Aboriginal people, Umeewarra radio will arm them with the information they
need to have an informed view. One community leader reported learning about the proposed
cashless welfare card through Umeewarra and being able to then have an informed conversation with
the Port Augusta Mayor on the subject.
Umeewarra also facilitates the community's advocacy efforts in a meaningful and constructive way.
When Clinton Pryor passed through Port Augusta as part of his Walk for Justice from Perth to
Canberra, in order to bring Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians together, Umeewarra
facilitated the peaceful closing of the Port Augusta Bridge so that supporters could walk with Clinton.
Outcome theme: Culture Strengthened
Umeewarra’s activities ensure Aboriginal people have more opportunity to access culture and help
develop the cultural understanding of the non-Aboriginal community.
Outcome:
• Aboriginal people use music and story-telling to communicate culture, positive stories and the
true story.
Umeewarra facilitates the sharing of stories and culture through music and interviews with Aboriginal
people. People explained that they value being able to switch on the radio and access their culture
and their community. People value being able to share positive stories about people with whom they
identify, particularly as the mainstream media largely portrays a negative view of Aboriginal people.
Umeewarra celebrates positive, real stories about successful Aboriginal people. People explained that
hearing other community members share their stories helped them relate better to that person, be
proud of that person or appreciate that they are not the only one experiencing a particular challenge
or injustice.
It validates your own stories… It makes you know you’re not alone and that makes you feel empowered.”
-Traditional Owner and radio listener, Port Augusta
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Outcome:
• Aboriginal people have more opportunities to access culture.
In addition to the outcome of people using music and story-telling to communicate culture,
Umeewarra provides opportunities for community members to come together and participate in
events that celebrate culture. For example, Umeewarra is involved in a full week of NAIDOC events
every year, which it broadcasts live on-location. During the week, Umeewarra facilitates traditional
cookouts, dancing, games for kids, bush tucker tastings, art activities, walks and discussions in line
with the theme at the time. The 2017 theme was Our Languages Matter, so Umeewarra ran tours
where eight different language groups taught participants some words in language.
Outcome:
• Non-Aboriginal people have increased understanding and appreciation of Aboriginal cultures.
The Aboriginal community in Port Augusta benefits from non-Aboriginal people having an increased
understanding and appreciation of Aboriginal cultures, resulting in reduced racism. Umeewarra
supports an increased understanding and appreciation of culture by sharing knowledge, as outlined
above, and by having a presence at most large community events.
Umeewarra takes its van to community events which helps make Aboriginal people feel welcome at
those events and helps non-Aboriginal people to develop positive associations with Aboriginal culture.
Umeewarra also educates mainstream service providers and interested people by displaying
educational poster boards and by facilitating discussion about Aboriginal history and issues that
matter to Aboriginal people.
Umeewarra radio is an accessible way for non-Aboriginal people to learn more about the Aboriginal
community and hear positive stories about Aboriginal people. Umeewarra radio is regularly played in
the Port Augusta main street and in stores. This is particularly important given the history of racial
tension in Port Augusta, which has been highlighted in section 2.3.
Outcome theme: Meaningful employment and participation
Umeewarra provides a small number of employment
opportunities, numerous training opportunities and plays
a strong role in facilitating employment of the Aboriginal
population of Port Augusta.
Outcome:
• Meaningful, high-skilled training and
employment in the media industry; and
• More Aboriginal people engaged in training and
job application processes in Port Augusta.
Umeewarra currently provides direct employment
opportunities for five people and a number of training
Volunteer training session in media skills,
opportunities in the form of internships. The
at Umeewarra
opportunities are significant. While there are other
employment opportunities in Port Augusta, very few are so culturally-aligned, in part due to the
scarcity of Aboriginal community controlled organisations. After consultations, we estimate that four of
the five employees would have left Port Augusta if they could not work at Umeewarra. We have
included in this number non-Aboriginal employees, who are instrumental in Umeewarra achieving its
outcomes. One non-Aboriginal employee said that it was very difficult finding a job before securing the
role at Umeewarra.
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Umeewarra also assists people into employment with other organisations. Assistance includes
advertising job opportunities on the radio, helping people to prepare resumes and job applications,
receiving resumes and job applications and forwarding them to employees and providing a safe space
in which job readiness training providers run their training sessions and employees hold interviews.
Approximately 80 per cent of all the Aboriginal people employed in Port Augusta (310 per year) are
assisted in the employment process in some way by Umeewarra. 57 Approximately 25 people per
month visit Umeewarra for employment-related support from Umeewarra staff or volunteers. Others
visit Umeewarra to attend interviews or training sessions with potential employers or external
employment support providers.
Outcome:
• Staff, board members and young people develop skills.
Umeewarra also offers opportunities for people to develop their skills in other areas. These include
leadership skills (by sitting on the board); workplace skills (through work experience), media skills;
technology skills; cultural skills in the workplace (through volunteering and work experience). Because
people feel more comfortable in the Umeewarra environment, it is conducive to trying new things and
learning. In addition, while the technology involved in radio is technical, the basics can be taught
relatively quickly. This means young people can "have a go", and get on radio, which we heard results
in increased pride in being an Aboriginal person, and increased confidence.
“I remember my first show. It was really hard for me to talk, I was mumbling.
I started to get better at public speaking”
-Young radio broadcaster

57

This figure was validated both by Umeewarra and the local employment services provider in Port Augusta.
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6.3 Umeewarra
Valuing the outcomes created by Umeewarra
Table 6.3 is a summary of the total value for all of the outcomes experienced by each stakeholder
group. Figure 6.3 illustrates this information by stakeholder group and outcome theme.

Outcome

Total forecast value
(over 3 years)

Value per
stakeholder
(over 3 years)

Per
centage
of total
value

Listeners and community members
Aboriginal people have a strong, safe place where
they belong

$377,460

Aboriginal people access support from a trusted
source

$205,200

Aboriginal people are supported through grief

$194,400

Aboriginal people feel informed about issues that
matter to them

$603,708

People feel better able to advocate for things that
matter to them

$131,688

Aboriginal people have more opportunities to access
culture

$2,900,992

58%

$447,308

$447,308

9%

$361,573

$361,573

7%

$156,600

$156,600

3%

$1,166,622

23%

$38,400

People use music and story-telling to communicate
culture, positive stories and the true story

$865,014

Non-Aboriginal people have increased
understanding and appreciation of Aboriginal
cultures

$485,123

Umeewarra employees
Meaningful, high-skilled training and employment in
media industry
Employees of other organisations
More Aboriginal people engaged in training and job
application process in Port Augusta
Volunteers
Staff, board members and young people develop
skills
Government
Increased awareness of public health and safety
messaging

$487,500

Non-Aboriginal service providers can offer more
appropriate services

$50,058

Government meets Indigenous community
expectation and need (as well as its UNDRIP
obligations)

Value flows to
community

Stronger community and social development

$629,064

Table 6.3 – Total value of outcomes as a result of Umeewarra’s activities, by stakeholder group
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Figure 6.3 – Total value of outcomes as a result of Umeewarra’s activities, by stakeholder group and outcome theme

Return on investment
The SROI ratio is generated by comparing the total value of the adjusted outcomes experienced by
stakeholders to the investment required to create the value.
Present value of benefits
$5,033,095
SROI Ratio
4.3:1

=
Present value of investment
$1,166,549

Figure 6.3 – SROI ratio for the Umeewarra

Umeewarra is forecast to deliver an SROI ratio of 4.3:1 from July 2017 to June 2020.
That is, for every $1 invested, approximately $4.30 of social, economic and cultural value
will be created for stakeholders.
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Appendix 2 – Umeewarra Logic Model
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Table A1.2: Alignment of Umeewarra Media’s outcomes
Outcome

Alignment with Indigenous Broadcasting and Media
priorities

Umeewarra
Aboriginal people have a strong, safe place where they
belong

Contribution to community social development

Aboriginal people access support from a trusted source

Contribution to community social development

People are supported through grief

Contribution to community social development

Aboriginal people feel informed about issues that matter to
them

Systematic monitoring and response to community
communication needs

People feel better able to advocate for things that matter to
them

Systematic monitoring and response to community
communication needs

Aboriginal people have more opportunities to access
culture

Contribution to cultural expression and maintenance

People use music and story-telling to communicate culture,
positive stories and the true story

Contribution to community social development

Non-Aboriginal people have increased understanding and
appreciation of Aboriginal cultures

Contribution to community social development

Meaningful, high-skilled training and employment in media
industry

Contribution to community economic development

More people engaged in training and job application
process in Port Augusta

Contribution to community economic development

Staff, board members and young people develop skills

Contribution to community economic development

Increased awareness of public health and safety
messaging

Cooperative engagement on communication of community
and government priorities

Non-Aboriginal service providers can offer more
appropriate services

Cooperative engagement on communication of community
and government priorities

Stronger community and social development and cultural
maintenance and expression

Cooperative engagement on communication of community
and government priorities
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